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Abstract

Hydrated polyelectrolyte (PE) complexes and multilayers undergo a well-defined

thermal transition that bears resemblance to a glass transition. By combining molecu-

lar simulations and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) of poly(diallyldimethylammonium)

(PDAC) and poly(styrenesulfonate) (PSS) multilayers, we establish for the first time

that dehydration drives the thermally induced change in plasticization of the complex

and in the diffusion behavior of its components. DSC experiments show that the

thermal transition appears when the assemblies are hydrated in water, but not in the

presence of alcohols, which supports that water is required for this transition. These

findings connect PE complexes more generally to thermoresponsive polymers and liquid

crystal phases, which bear phase transitions driven by the (de)hydration of functional

groups, thus forming a fundamental link toward an integrated understanding of the

thermal response of molecular materials in aqueous environments.

Introduction

Polyelectrolyte (PE) assemblies such as multilayers and complexes have received significant

attention as materials with extraordinary tensile strength,1 superhydrophobicity,2 and re-

sponsiveness.3–7 When hydrated, these materials are known to possess a thermal transition

possessing features similar to that of a glass transition including a decrease in modulus and

an increase in mobility.8–11 For lack of a better term, this thermal transition has been called a

”glass transition” or a ”glass-melt” transition, and it has been thought to arise from breaking

of ion pairs and subsequent polyelectrolyte chain relaxation.

For polyelectrolyte multilayers, the existence of this transition has been established under

different conditions by extensive thermal characterization efforts, see e.g. Refs.8–13 Our ear-

lier work using quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation (QCM-D), modulated differen-

tial scanning calorimetry (MDSC), and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy techniques

provided direct evidence of this transition for multilayers containing strong14,15 or weak15,16
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polyelectrolytes assembled from solutions of varying ionic strength or pH, respectively. The

calorimetric transition manifests as a second-order change in the heat capacity at the ther-

mal transition temperature. For those made with strong polyelectrolytes, a distinct thermal

transition for hydrated polyelectrolyte multilayers assembled with excess salt was observed

at 49-56 ◦C, but no transition was observed in the absence of added salt or for dry films.14

Without added salt, strong polyelectrolyte complexes are primarily charge-compensated in-

trinsically (PE-PE) in a ladder-like configuration; with added salt, charge-compensation in-

creasingly becomes extrinsic (PE-small counter ion), loosening the ladder-like configuration.

For a recent description on the competing charge compensation mechanisms, see Ref.17 In ad-

dition to hydration and salt effects, pH strongly affects the transition for weak polyelectrolyte

assemblies.16 We have also observed the thermal transition in analogous polyelectrolyte com-

plexes, to be reported elsewhere. Therefore, it can be suggested that water and some degree

of extrinsic charge compensation are key requirements for the thermal transition. These

findings raise interesting questions regarding the mechanism behind the transition as it is

not well understood and speculative up to this point.

Here we show by detailed molecular simulations interconnected with MDSC characteri-

zation of PE complexes and multilayers that the ”glass transition” is actually driven by PE

dehydration and the disruption of water-PE hydrogen bonds; the mechanism bears resem-

blance to lower critical solution temperature (LCST)-type transitions in which dehydration,

and resulting phase separation, is driven by entropic considerations. To our knowledge, this

is the first time a water hydrogen bond disruption-based transition is established for polyelec-

trolyte complexes and multilayers (not containing a traditional thermoresponsive polymer).

The findings draw a direct, prior unknown fundamental connection between polyelectrolyte

complexes and multilayers and a variety of aqueous soft matter systems known to exhibit

dehydration transitions. Examples include thermoresponsive polymers such as poly(N-

isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM),18–20 lipid systems in which dehydration promotes liquid

crystal phase transitions,21 dehydration-driven cryptobiosis in biology,22,23 and amphiphilic
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surfactants undergoing phase transitions under dehydration, see e.g. Refs.24,25 By estab-

lishing the dehydration-driven mechanism for polyelectrolyte complexes and multilayers, we

link them together with the thermal behavior of a broad range of synthetic and biological

molecular materials.

Experimental and computational methods

Simulation Details

PSS-PDAC hydrated complexes were modeled in compositions of 4 PSS25 - 4 PDAC25 chains

by classical molecular dynamics simulations using COMPASS (Condensed-Phase Optimized

Molecular Potentials for Atomistic Simulation Studies) force field and its explicit water

model within Accelrys Materials Studio software.26,27 The subscript 25 refers to the number

of repeat units in each linear PSS and PDAC polyelectrolyte chain. Corresponding to 18%

w/w hydration and 1.25 M excess salt, the simulated systems contain 500 water molecules

and 50 excess Na+ and Cl− ions in addition to the counterions in a simulation box of (40.51

Å)3. The simulations are performed in NPT ensemble using the Andersen barostat28

the Nosé-Hoover-Langevin thermostatting algorithms.29,30 Detailed simulation parameters,

initial configuration preparation and analysis details are presented in supporting information.

To eliminate uncertainty in the simulations, a five times slower heating rate and a larger

simulation box with longer PE chains (4PSS50/4PDAC50 and 10PSS50/10PDAC50) as well

as an OPLS-aa force-field based description of the polyelectrolytes31 and explicit TIP4P

water32 within GROMACS 4.6.6 simulation software33 were cross-examined to assess the

magnitude of these factors; the transition and its range persisted. However, the stochastic

variation in the initial configurations and their finite size result in a broad transition instead

of a single, well-defined temperature as in experiments, see e.g.14,16
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Preparation of Free-Standing Layer-by-Layer Assemblies

In the experiments, free-standing PDAC/PSS layer-by-layer assemblies were prepared in

accordance with the procedure described in Ref.14 The ionic strength of assembly was 0.5 M

NaCl for all baths.

Modulated Differential Scanning Calorimetry (MDSC) Measure-

ments

Tzero hermetic pans and lids were used for MDSC experiments, TA Instruments Q200. Each

dry sample weight was about 10 mg, to which water was added until a concentration of 12 wt

% water (or alcohol) was achieved. Water with the same ionic strength (0.5 M NaCl), 1-

propanol, n-butanol or ethylene glycol was added to dry samples, respectively, yielding four

separate specimens. MDSC in a heat-cool-heat cycle was performed, ramping from 278 to

388 K (5 to 115◦C) at a rate of 2 K min−1, amplitude of 1.272 K for a period of 60 s. The

MDSC thermograms are shown in ”exotherm up” format. The first cooling cycle was chosen

to show the Tg. The transition temperature was taken as the inflection point. A minimum

of three experiments were performed for each condition.

Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows the mean square displacement (MSD) of water, PSS, and PDAC in simula-

tions of hydrated PDAC-PSS complexes at 1.25 M excess salt. In the range of 340 – 350 K,

all components in the system exhibit a sharp increase in MSD, suggesting an increase in the

dynamics as a result of the thermal transition.

Figure 2 presents the ratio of the water diffusion coefficient D calculated from a linear

least squares fit D = MSD
6t

to the MSD data at time t < 250 ps for the PE system and

a corresponding simulation box of pure water. The inset shows the pure water D used in

calculating the ratio. The model overestimates the D by a factor of two. The data set shows
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Figure 1: Mean square displacement of A) water, B) PSS, and C) PDAC molecules at
different temperatures in simulations of 4PSS25 - 4PDAC25 systems at 18 wt% water and
1.25 M NaCl. The mobility of the molecules increases between 340 – 345 K (water) and 345
– 350 K (PEs).

Figure 2: Ratio of water diffusion coefficient calculated in the PE system described in Figure
1 and in pure bulk water at different temperatures. The inset shows the pure water data
used in calculating the ratio.

a clear discontinuity upon the transition, indicating a jump in the mobility of water in the

PE system. Notably, water diffusion in this system throughout this temperature range is

significantly below the self-diffusion of bulk water. This means that, although the binding

becomes weaker with increasing temperature, water molecules in the vicinity of the PE chains

retain partial PE binding even at elevated temperatures.

On the other hand, the polymeric diffusion is restricted by confinement; the time scale is

insufficient to quantify polymeric diffusion but nevertheless the MSD plots show an obvious

increase in chain segmental motion for both anionic and cationic chains. In the simulations,

initial observations of this increase in mobility occur at 340 K for water, whereas PE chain
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mobility increases at 345 K, and the transition is completed by 350 K. The higher onset

of PE chain mobility is merely a consequence of the response time of the PE chains to the

change in water binding. The significance of this observation is that it shows that an increase

in the water mobility initiates the transition, followed by a relaxation of PE chains.

No such transition was observed in our simulations of pure water (no PE complex) or

with nonionic polystyrene chains described within the same simulational setup. Furthermore,

PSS, PDAC, and their complexes simulated as dry complexes (without water) or without

salt ions did not exhibit thermal transitions under the same simulational setup. The absence

of this transition in all of these systems and the onset of the transition by increased water

mobility suggests that the observed thermal transition originates from water-PE interactions

and requires some degree of extrinsic charge compensation.

To verify that the observed thermal transition is related to water-PE interactions, we

performed experimental MDSC experiments on PSS-PDAC complexes in the presence of

different solvents (water and various alcohols). The MDSC data presented in Figure 3

shows that the thermal transition is indeed specific to the presence of water in the system.

The transition is present for water but not for alcohols. When water was the solvent, the

reversing heat flow changed by 10% upon going through the transition. The data also show

that the thermal transition is reversible with weak dependence on the thermal history of the

material, indicating structural reorganization between heating cycles. Likewise, repeated

molecular dynamics heating cycles also show that the simulationally observed transition

is reversible and occurs with comparable strength during every heating and cooling cycle.

Because the alcohols, which have less hydrogen bonding capacity than water, do not bear

the transition, we conclude that the transition originates from changes in the hydrogen bond

network formed by water and the PE chains.

Therefore, to pinpoint further the molecular origins of the observed thermal transition,

we analyzed the changes in the structure of the complexes and in intramolecular bonding.

Figure 4 shows the average number of water-water, water-PSS sulfonate oxygens, and water -
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Figure 3: Reversing heat flow for PDAC/PSS LbL films assembled from 0.5 M NaCl obtained
using MDSC. Curves have been shifted along the y-axis for clarity. Cooling at 2 K min−1,
amplitude of 1.272 K for 60 s.

PDAC ammonium methyl connections, as well as, the average life time of water-PSS sulfonate

oxygen bonds in the simulations. A cut-off distance of 2.5 Å was used to determine water-

water and water-PSS hydrogen bonds and 4.5 Å for the PDAC-water connections. The cut-

offs were defined based on the first minimum of the respective radial distribution functions;

the extent of the closest binding shell for PDAC methyl group - water oxygen is significantly

wider than the O – H hydrogen bond. The graph shows that the total number of water-

sulfonate connections generally decreases with increasing temperature, with a clear decline

in the number of water-PSS bonds at the transition temperature between 340 – 345 K

(67 – 72◦C). On the other hand, PDAC-water interactions were less sensitive with no clear

transition visible. Indeed, this dominant role of PSS in the transition is not surprising as

the ion-dipole connection that PDAC forms with water is much weaker than the hydrogen

bonds PSS forms.

Also noted, the decrease in the number of PSS-water connections upon increasing temper-

ature results in a slight expansion of the PSS phase in the simulations due to increased PSS-

PSS repulsion. This contributes further to an increasing segmental mobility and decreased

stiffness of the aggregate. Such characteristics have also been observed experimentally above
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the thermal transition temperature.14,16,34 Further analysis of the complexes reveals that the

water-mediated sulfonate network induces additional stability to the PE complex, supporting

these observations. Representative snapshots of PSS-water hydrogen bonds are presented in

Figure 5.

C

B

A

D

Figure 4: A-C) Number of interactions with water per monomer or water molecule and D)
the life time of PSS-water hydrogen bonds (bottom). Life-time is calculated as persistance
period of individual hydrogen bonds and is thus qualitative in absolute value.

At the same time, the number of PE-PE contact ion pairs and the average distance
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A) B)

Figure 5: A) Schematic presentation of the role of water in the thermal transition of polyelec-
trolytes and B) a sample simulation snapshot showing the water bonding network between
PSS and PDAC in the simulations.

between contact ion pairs are insensitive to the heating (data not shown). Therefore, contrary

to the previous speculations,14,34 the current results support that the thermal transition is

not directly related to the ion-ion connections between the PE chains but instead water.

Conclusion

From these observations, we conclude that the observed thermal transition results from

the enhanced PSS chain relaxation and mobility due to its weakened hydrogen bonded

supramolecular network with water. The increased PSS mobility due to weakened bond-

ing through water affects the dynamics of the whole complex as the PE chains interdigitate,

contributing also to PDAC mobility, and results in the observed thermal transition in the

entire PE complex and LbL assembly. Quite expectedly, Fig. 4 also reveals that the decrease

of PSS-water hydrogen bonds results from a decrease in the hydrogen bond life-time. The

suggested mechanism is highlighted by the schematic cartoon of Fig. 5. In total, the sudden

decrease in the hydrogen bond life time upon increasing temperature indicates a substantial

increase in the entropy of the system, as water molecules are freed from the PSS hydration

shell at the transition. This signifies that at the transition temperature, the PE miscibility

with water decreases with temperature entropically which could connect the transition with

LCST-type transitions. The findings could enable more refined control of PE materials,
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their mechanical response, and structure, as well as, their materials interactions in aqueous

environment in analogy to surfactant and traditional thermoresponsive polymer materials

undergoing similar dehydration transitions.
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